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Tools. Set an Alert? This killer looking classic truck features a fantastic stance and great overall
look with all the f Auction Vehicle. Being built in Oakland, California and staying in that state
until makes this a true Californi The truck has been fully restored to its original factory specs?.
Nicknamed "Fine Tequil Gateway Classic Cars of St. Louis is proud to present this Chevrolet
Pickup Truck Custom! This 52 Che Super nice Chevrolet five window truck. This was a complete
frame up build not a restoration. Gateway Classic Cars is excited to present this gorgeous
Chevrolet pick-up and our Milwau This Chevrolet Deluxe 5-window show truck is the result of a
professional, no-expense-spa This custom Chevy step-side pickup has been frame-off-restored
and is finished in Victorian Re Nice Chevy truck Cool color combo with a straight 6 manual
trans. Older restoration with Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from
a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth
Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
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the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
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and our Milwau This custom Chevy step-side pickup has been frame-off-restored and is finished
in Victorian Re Dealership Showcased. Automatic TH transmission. This Chevrolet restomod is
a custom build truck with a sleek appearance, comfortable AC i This Chevrolet restomod takes
the classic features you love - like the big back window an Private Seller. Multiple best in show
winner, almost all original Chevrolet Apache. Set up on a Corvette front and rear suspension,
this custom pickup is powered by a ci LT1 C This big-window truck has undergone a full
frame-off restoration with test miles since com Sitting on a K-5 blazer 4x4 Chassis. Refine
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This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars.
The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The
Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. All rights reserved. More on this:. Up Next. As things go
in the custom industry, there is no single element making a car unique but rather a collection of
them. They can come together in only one way to seem right, glued by the unique vision of the
people behind the project. This is how each build is given its own personality. The standard
look of its Advance-Design breed is still there, in the fat shapes of the fenders and hood, or in
the chromed, massive grille up front. But in this case, the body was wrapped in a two-tone paint
scheme that combines Blue Ray Pearl on the hood, doors, and bed, with a grayish-white on the
fenders and running boards. Then comes the same blue and white color scheme used inside, on
the diamond-stitched bucket seats and door panels, but also on the dashboard holding a set of
Omega Kustoms gauges. Without the engine, this would have been just another vintage Chevy
truck with a nice paint scheme. Handled by White Brothers, it's fitted with an Edelbrock hi-rise
intake and sends its power to the wheels by means of a four-speed automatic transmission. The
truck is waiting for the next owner to spin its U. Editor's note: This article was not sponsored or
supported by a third-party. You will only receive our top stories, typically no more than 5 per
day yes no. Refine your search. Automatic 9 Manual 3. Classic Cars Popular Similar Cars.
Refine search. Engine Transmission R, clean title on hand.. Transmission just rebuilt with 1-year
warranty. Stock number: cl. Any questions just email me: jettiejvvalla worldfriend. This truck
started its life in the us navy with its id tag still in the driver side door jam cool to own a part of
history! This has went through a full transformation which includes a vortec engine with a nice
camthis truck has been lowered to sit with the perfect stance! Google Ads. It has less than miles
since restoration. California California 3 years at freeclassifieds. This truck is all new. This
vehicle is being sold as Lot No. Please message me with questions at: jettiejvvalla worldfriend.
Headers, Edelbrock performance manifold, with a Holley double pumper carb and an Excel high
out put coil. This truck came with a three speed transmission, now has a Chevrolet power glide
transmission. The Original motor is long gone and has been replaced with a Chevrolet motor.
This is a must see classic truck and everything within works wellcurrently located in harlem ga.
Serious inquiries only. Bucket Seats. Straight-six chevy engine oil bath air cleaner 4 speed
manual transmission wood bed in really good condition. Paint is in really good condition with
some minor issues on the cab corners and a couple of small paint chips. Perfect vehicle for the
classic aficionado! Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Refine your search. Automatic 2 Manual
1. Pickup Gasoline 1. Short Bed 5. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Needs restoration again.
Magnesium Wheels Bed wood replaced but now needs refinishing c. Comoptions:description
chevrolet with a big back window, runs and drives very good powered by a great running and
smooth shifting 4 spd trans. Only miles on drivetrain. Google Ads. Mechanical: Fresh 5.
Comoptions:description chevrolet pickup vin vhs this stunning, custom truck underwent a
frame-off restoration. It was an all-steel, high-level build! Call tom 7 days a week at ! Tom
vanguardmotorsales. Power Windows. Gr auto gallery is pleased to present this chevrolet
pickup for purchase. Although the series pickup wasn't in the class of the cameo carrier, they
put much more of an emphasis on design and style than ever before. The market was shifting
towards using trucks for more than just work and although the market was on a comeback, the
overall population needed to use these for not only a utilitarian approach but also for personal
transportation. The first opportunity of designing a truck that could fit both roles was in front of
chevy and they jumped on it before most manufacturers. With an eye-catching truck now in the
market and with the capabilities needed to use it for more than just that, the newly designed
series pickup became most popular and was revolutionary from the cab forward. These vehicles
not only grew popular in the civilian market but also for businesses alike for both work and
promotional reasons. The truck wears several layers of brandywine paint with a few faint ghost
flames. The paint was professionally done and shows very well. The chrome bumpers, grill and
headlight bezels shine like new. The truck handles well and has coil over mustang 2 ifs with a
power rack in the front. The rear suspension consists of a rear 4 bar set up with qa1 adjustable
shocks. The power house is a zz4 chevy crate motor and is guided through its gears with a r4
transmission with a street fire torque converter. The ford f9 rear end distributes the power to the
rear wheels. Bfg goodrich radial ta tires keep this hotrod tied to the road. The truck has power
brakes and power steering. It is kept cool with a walker radiator. The truck has a locar floor
shifter. It is equipped with a custom billet gauge cluster. The v8 breathes through 2 and a half
inch stainless exhaust with 3 inch tailpipes with magnaflow tips. The truck has air conditioning.
This truck is incredibly clean and is in immaculate shape. It is obvious that this was a very
tedious build. Air Conditioning. Currently licensed and insured, clean title.. Nice restorable
truck. Comoptions:description chevrolet apache hotrod turbo looks and drives great!!! The
truck has been updated with a carbureted motor dressed with chrome valve covers and air

cleaner, R4 automatic transmission, power rack and pinion steering, disc front brakes and drum
brakes in the rear, black cloth interior in. The gauges work with the exception of the speedo that
works some of the time. The paint is in rough shape and needs to be painted. The only thing
that seems to be rusted on it is the cab corner and one was patched and a little bit of rust above
the windshield. The radiator and all the parts for the straight six motor that is still in the truck
are sitting in the cab. The wood is not in the box but everything else is there for it. In the cab,
more glass area and a wrap-around windshield gave the driver a better view of the road, and
added to the stylish appearance. They have become a great collectors truck, much sought after
especially the ones with the large wrap around big back glass. Comoptions:description
chevrolet napco truck. Currently licensed and insured, clean title. Comoptions:description
chevrolet pickup truck. Must of been custom ordered. These trucks usually came with a straight
6 and manual trans. The motor is bad, not sure about the trans, they are not stock motor or
trans, but anyone buying this truck is not buying it for the motor!!!!!! Truck also has stock
straight axle front end, and is a los angeles california built truck by the vin numbers! This truck
has been sitting in a desert storage yard, which means rust is minimal. I have posted pics of the
only rust spot that i have seen on the drivers side front fender! Hard to find a complete truck is
this shape. All doors, roll up windows work. Dash is complete with gages and switches.
Comoptions:description chevrolet cameo carrier pickup. This is a great project that will be easy
to do. It has no rust and very, very little body work to do. It is a original v8 with a 3 spd. The is
totally rebuilt and ready to go. It has 4 new micky thompson street radials and vintage polished
et wheels. I have most of the parts that are very hard to get. It has a new grill and many of the
parts have been plated. The cool thing about this truck is it has lived all its life in a very nice dry
climate. No rust other than minor surface rust! Comes with two hoods, original transmission
and running engine. Makes great rat rod project.. Transmission is not attached.
Comoptions:description chevrole
1994 yamaha kodiak 400
jeep welder
2004 mercury sable specs
t pickup truck cab, frame and front clip. It has new brakes, new gas tank, new sending unit, new
fuel pump, new fuel filter. This truck is a daily driver and is in very good condition. The original
transmission comes with it if requested.. It is a 5 speed manual transmission. The doors and
hinges tight and aligned perfectly, Hood is perfect and locks tight with gentle push, this truck
was built from the ground up the right way and close to being finished He restored the vehicle
in his spare time. A shop manual, assembly manual, operators manual and a folder full of
receipts are included in the sale. New heater system new battery all new interior including sterio
new custom seat new chrome tilt steering column all new wire harness diamond plate bed and
door sills heavy duty aluminum radiator new 4 barrel carburetor.. This vehicle has a motor trans
locar shifter power steering power disc brakes front drum rear brakes all new brake lines and
wheel cycs. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

